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Editor’s
Divinity
:: W
A S
ritten by

my

column

nyder

Folio Literary Editor

Who are you?
Who am I?
Who are we?
Are we so different,
you and I?
With our hidden motives,
our secret passions,
our invisible dreams?
What is truth?
Is truth unseen,
or often seen,
or completely seen?
Is it hope?
Is it reality?
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To uncover you
and me and we,
the truth unseen,
hope and reality,
we write and
draw and paint
and create
what we can’t explain.
This is divinity.
Smile Big
:: painting by
Kori Moravec-Flores
Folio Design Editor

Poetry

30
200 Miles on Silver-Lined Wings
633
A Traves
Blank
Forbidden Land
His & Hers Memories
Insomnia
It’s a Fix
Plain as Inglish
Short (Song in the Key of “IF” Minor)
Postmark London
Red Bird
Lycanthrope, Agape, Gnosis
Eau d‘Toliette
Don’t Forget the Hippies

30
::

written by

Stephanie Gallacher

Thirty dash, unwritten slash
dicing up the void
of verbs, gerunds, and adjectives
after the period;
Thirty ways to write a book,
but one before me is. Thirty,
thirty, getting dirty digging
for recyclable refuse.
Thirty. thirty. Make me thirsty.
Leave me hanging dry.
Underwear clung to the page
of thirty truth a little shy.

Pg. 11

200 Miles on
Silver-Lined
Wings
::
T
E
-S
written by

amarra

vans

luga

She was something like an Angel.
She floated 200 miles on silver-lined
wings.
Challenged by the Devil on her shoulder,
they got tangled up in worldly things.
I wished to free her tangled wings.
My heart would break as I’d make more
knots.
200 miles lay in between,
where she was free and where she fought.
Seams stitched back together,
loose ends tied and sewn,
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she mended her silver-lined wings
and flew 200 miles back home.
I welcome thoughts about her,
and when I don’t, they invade.
I find contentment in a smile,
though it beams 200 miles away.
Does she think of me?
Not like I do her, I’m sure.
As she floats upon her silver-lined wings,
she’s 200 hundred miles from me—
but 200 miles back to her.
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Sister :: photograph by Camille Heffield
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633
::

written by

I wrote a letter to his family
I cannot recall what I said
Page torn, wedged
Between the lines
What wasn’t written
Wrote itself
Time of death or else?
They discovered the body at 5:30.
The road extended
Before us
The sun excelled at
Parting the impenetrable fog
Carmine cliffs scrutinized
The rock collecting on the freeway
The desert spoke to me in tongues
Revealed precursors

Pg. 14

Who am I :: photograph by Ryan Christensen

Melodie Ashley

Interstellar dust discovered
Genetic demise
In the daylight hours!
Crows scoffed as we cut through
Their territories
We floated on fumes alone
And a calm
Reserved for a storm’s departure
Crosses marked the path
Where strangers died.
When we found the palm trees
And stripped our seeds
The number revealed itself
A supernova explosion
We dubbed Jeremy.
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A
Traves
::
J
A
C
written by

avier

ugusto

ampos

Dejo en las paredes de tu vida:
El espacio vacio de quien será tu unica
compañera… la soledad.
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El tiempo y su transcurrir seran mi mejor
aliado,
y… algun día en un lugar lejano:
construite un nuevo hogar,
y en sus paredes habitaràn seres vivos…
no fantasmas.
Entonces quizas a traves de sus ventanas:
Logre aspirar el perfume de las flores y
disfrutar la primavera.
Pero hoy, me marcho, en silencio. Sí… me
marcho.
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Lost in A Shadow :: by Mikey Nikola

Sí, hoy me marcho. Sin mirar atras…
Cierro tras de mi las puertas:
de la desilucion, el engaño y el dolor.
Me llevo las promesas… que nunca
cumpliste,
Tu recuerdo… el mas amargo de mi
existir,
Tus besos… sí, esos que siempre fingiste.

Blank
::
K
C
written by

insey

dark hands reach
for elusive slips
of indigo
grab at the
fork holding soup
washing
snowflakes
shining them with
night and frosted
with salt
burning in cuts
and torn muscle
of rose petals
bruising
poison green

hristensen

and
emerald slippers
send little
men home to where
flies dangle
from the
floor and
cats disappear
when yellow dogs
are found in
back rooms
and
grease becomes
orange
crush

Suicide Contrast :: photograph by Dominic Mattena

you’ll spill your
secrets red
aqua sunsets start
winter afternoons
Pg. 18
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Forbidden
Land
::
R
H
written by

yan

ollist

I look, but I will never see
the beauty under that stretch of land.
The surface is all there is for me.
Never to reach and climb hidden trees.
Is it rich soil or light sand
under root? I doubt I’ll ever see
The flat hills above the hidden trees
and explore the valleys and all round
peaks. Surface is all there is for me.
Sink into the twin pools and just be,
for a moment, at peace, happy, and
complete. But I will never see
The angled peaks of serenity.
Soft rays turn salmon and hide the land,
trees, and hills. Surface is all for me.
For me, outside is what I must be
to the beauty below that great land.
I look, but I will never see.
The surface is all there is for me.
Pg. 20

Blackfoot
Idaho Wheat
:: photograph by
Cory Bailey

His
&S Hers
Memories
::
G
written by

tephanie

allacher

Quit kicking the doordamn
My attorney’s coming through
Here to dissect calamity
Who’s whose is who?
Quit kicking the doorjamb
I yield to friendly fire
You can have our first kiss
But I claim our first fight
I claim your Achilles ears
You can keep my stars
For stand I can worse than this
My tarred and petalled heart
Emerge from woes
Of perfervid steam

Pg. 22

What’s stopping you
From makeup dreams?
O, Lover, by pyros’ stitches
Enlaced with you am I
Direct pressure won’t stop pain
So tell me what is why
Whispers whispers growing crisper
Don’t let these hearts unpleach
But if they must then anteamour,
Blink into the blighted bleach,
Webs of weave inside our sleeves
Bubbles lodged in our throats
What’s happened isn’t happenstance
But a buttery goodbye
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Tarantula :: photograph by Bradon Anderson
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Insomnia

:: written by Angela Rednour

Trying to sleep but can’t
Too many thoughts
Which to follow
They jumble together
The body says
“Let me sleep”
The mind says
“The square root of
Purple lilies is the
English version of a lie.”
Trying to think
Too many cant’s
Follow the sleep
Jumble they say
“Sleep you will not”
Says the square
“The English root of
The mind is lilies
Purple of a lie.”

What I see :: photograph by Ryan Christensen

I give up and watch T.V.

Pg. 24
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It’s
a
Fix
::
B
G
written by

rian

ray

Smoking broken cigarettes
next to ponds paved over
with supermarkets
and suburbs
Been days since
I’ve been awake
and longer since
I’ve slept
It makes more sense
with lips wading
on the surface of
coffee cup Sunday sunsets
I grew up in a suburb
That’s my excuse
for disliking so many people
or at least that’s
what I tell
the eyes I spit into
at stops along the way
trains are forced to take
Ripped bills in
torn jeans means

Pg. 26

I’m not going far for awhile
while forays go on
become inebriated
off the cool dew
along the lawns
of another 2 AM
tip toe past inhibition
When love comes
to a 3 AM city block times
7552 due south
where I’ve spent many 4 AMs wondering
whether or not I’ll make it
to the next 5AM
When clocks take the place
of hazy Monday morning
sunrises for whom eyes
lust though
yearning to take things slow
so the relationship
may last longer
than the half an hour
it takes for
the two to copulate
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SLC Library Stairs :: photograph by Cory Bailey

Plain
as
Inglish
::
S
G
written by

tephanie

Baby I am love
the way that you are stare
You are press
and I am dy
in the flicker
of the lighten
You are tempt
and I am slow
strip
away the chafe
dust falls still into the child
slap
what you feel a slide
down your rip
body show
you know how I love this lust

Pg. 28

Short

(Song in the Key of “IF” Minor)
:: written by Brian Gray

allacher

We’d better get dress
before they start guess
how we’ve been love
each night in Noth
dream
in our fester
imagine

It’s become difficult
to understand the meanings
of poems
like deciphering
the percussions of pennies
left in dryers
to make music of
their misconstrued Morse code
(s.a.v.e.l.i.n.c.o.l.n).

afford
What are we do
think
in this revolve
part
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smiles and frowns
like the shivering of a lake
with every precipice-departed body.

Postmark
London
::
B
G
written by

rian

“Don’t count on the smiles
unless they are your own”
said those frigid snowflakes
frostbiting six months
creeping their chilly fingertips
slowly up your thighs
until the sun beat them off
with cherry blossoms.

ray

Busy Day
:: photograph by Shelley Johnson

Dear Helen,
We forget yesterday’s decisions
to remind ourselves of today’s puerile
conceit.
In whispers that condensed into tears
you tried to find a landing
that would hurt broken ankles the least.

But you did choose coffee.
and cigarettes
and Park City
and airplanes
and London
and plans
and

It was impossible.
A bit of pain comes with every leap.

What you did not choose:
that ripple-effect--

Pg. 30
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Your suggestions
caressed my earlobes,
I admit,
with sinister tongues
pretending feet
weren’t standing there,
watching
the
whole
time.
But before toes show signs
of skipping off cliff edges
it is important to consider
every plane upon which
you stand that affects those skips.
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Especially the plane
you must now be on,
flying over the Atlantic
a thousand miles above the earth
a thousand miles an hour
a thousand different directions
a thousand exhales followed by
a thousand inhales saying
a thousand different things
carrying more luggage than a heart can
hold;
I am astonished
the plane got off the ground,
let alone how it remains aloft.
You’re taking with you
all the collected souvenirs, postcards,
all of the “Imissyou”s and
“wishyouwerehere”s,
which should be enough
until toes tickle those
cliff edged plummets once again,
but I will add one more:
When rain falls here
I will be reminded of you
since the same sun that sets in London
is the same sun that sets in Salt Lake,
the only difference is
I am in Salt Lake
and you are in London.
Pg. 31

written by

ynthia

Salt Lake City Sky :: photograph by Cory Bailey

Red
Bird
::
C
W

hite

Red bird
red bird
color glowing
sing the song that calls to me
as you sit amongst the branches
of a budding flowering tree
say the words that caught my mind’s eye
draw your presence close to me
let me know that as you sit there
you are really truly free
as you turn your head so gently
watching all your eyes can see
take me with you
up to heaven
free me from
this gravity

Pg. 32
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lycanthrope, Agape,
Gnosis
::
B
B
written by

eau

ehunin

Tracing the path of the full moon across
the sky
My mind lost to the movement of the
great white orb
I am stranded in a sea of lunacy
And I find I can’t swim
I am at once the wolf and at peace
At last with myself and nature
Staring into your eyes, I can see your soul
I find my consciousness destroyed by
those great blue orbs
You have cost me my sanity
But I wouldn’t turn back

I am at once in love and content
Alive and finally with you
I feel the heat of the sun penetrating my
skin
I am healed and rejuvenated by the great
yellow orb
I feel I no longer have to fear
Just seek its return on the horizon
I at once know and laugh
At last with God and wisdom

Moonlight Tree :: photograph by Cory Bailey
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Eau
d’toliette
::
K
C
written by

insey

hristensen

Green walls stare back at you
The noxious odor seems to rise
Upwards
Effulging your skin as it crawls.

The feel of voices about
The narrow room as you self-consciously
Shrink
Your nose in dismay and humility.

The bitter taste of hand sanitizer
Leaves you longing for the sound of
Germs
Washing away in an avalanche of sudsy
water.

Then you could submit to the sight
Of a queue lining up, all of them
Waiting
For the lock to switch to Vacant.
Frog :: photograph by Bradon Anderson

Pg. 36
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DON’T
FORGET
THE HIPPIES
::
M
A
written by

elodie

shley

Fireflies
In hiding
Mosquitoes taking
Flight
Labeled
Chirp of crickets
Petunias, bright and gleeful
Despite the midnight heat
Rose spins
Dances circles
Dizzying
Intricate gourd
Keeping time
With the Crickets
Tobacco wafts

Sweet expensive blend
Wine by the bottle
Too dry for them
Swells these taste buds,
Tickles the skin
Sun signs
Moon light
Fireworks
Wake up the night
Dog spent
Sleeping time
Lazily
Summer night
Fireflies

Garden DragonFly :: photograph by Cory Bailey
Pg. 38
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Prose

All in a Day’s Work

A Straight Guy at a Gay Bar
Truth in the Age of Terror
Abstract
Self-Esteem
Under the Wing of an Angel
Unrequited Desire

All in a Day’s
Work
::
K
C
written by

insey

hristensen

D

eath was not having a good day. The
ferry was late, Charon had forgotten to
remove the spike strip and Death had to
take public transport out of Limbo, which
is even more painful than trying to get a
hell pass from ex-teacher Ms. Wimple. And
now this appointment is going to cut into my
lunch break. I won’t even get overtime!
Double-checking the apartment number,
Death opened the door and strode in. The
stench of stale carpet and molding chia
pets hit him like a semi. What’s the use of
being inured to human action if you can’t even
smell mortality without gagging? There were
sounds echoing throughout the dirty apartment,
crashes, bangs, and, yep, a cursing human.
Manure, this means he’s not dead yet. I hate
doing the “lead ye unto the valley of the shadow
of death” thing.
Pg. 41

Killing them was definitely not one of the
perks of the job, but the guy was already
overdue. Another ten minutes and he’d
have Fate breathing down his neck for
disrupting the time table. Not a pleasant
experience, especially if the Powers That
Be heard about it.
So Joe Clemens had to go.
Death glanced down at the manila folder
holding the abridged life story of Joe
Clemens. Not very impressive. “Bachelor,
mechanic, hates politics yet discusses them with
any and everyone.” That’s enough to get him
in Purgatory for the Afterlife. “No pets, no
family but a third cousin met only once.” Guess
we’re good to go then. As he perused the file,
the cursing in the neighboring room grew
louder and closer. Joe entered the room just
as Death snapped closed the file and shoved
it down into his faded leather briefcase.
“Dude, who are you?” Joe slurred.
Great, he’s inebriated. Sigh. At least it will
be easier to make it seem obviously accidental,
seeing as he was supposed to have knocked
himself off already.
Pg. 42

Joe was rather too sloppily dressed to
receive polite company, but then no one
had ever considered Death polite company,
despite his refined mannerisms. Maybe it
was the suede smoking jacket.
“You ain’t the landlord. How’d ya get in?
I sent the payment last week ya know.”
Death’s only reply was the cocking of his
left eyebrow while awaiting the dramatic
pause that would allow him his brief
moment of glory.
At least this job has a few perks, like scaring
the refuse out of a couple of mortals. “Joseph
Abel Clemens, I am here for your soul.”
A long silence followed the proclamation.
And it stretched on and on and on.
Awkward.
And then, surprisingly enough, good old
Joe opened his mouth and let out a bark
of laughter. A literal bark; not a normal
laugh, but a bark.
“Dude, who put you up to this? Was it Ron?
I bet it was Ron. How much did he pay ya?
I so gotta get him back. Would ya do it to
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

Our Strength :: by Mikey Nikola
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him? Oh, but he would already know what
was goin’ on, huh?”
My thoughts exactly. “Mr. Clemens, I don’t
believe you understand me. My name is
Thanatos. Others call me the Grim Reaper.”
He’s still gaping in the perfect imitation of
a dead fish. “Death.” Still nothing. “Mr.
Clemens, you’re dead. At least you are
supposed to be as of twenty minutes ago.”
“Dude, you’re good.”
“. . . And by the way,
those who die sexually
frustrated, stay that way
throughout
the Afterlife.”

Not the reaction I was hoping for.
“Can you do Humphery Bogart?”
It looks like reaching past his thick soul
might take longer than expected. Sighing,
Death pulled out the emergency resource.
He was better than most of the martyrs he
had met, and he had met many.
“How would you like to die today, Mr.
Clemens?” He began to twist the nobs and
Pg. 44

dials of the Instant Deathanator. Curse the
idiot who made up the name of this thing. “We
have the selections of: various forms of
suicide, choking, aneurysm, heart attack,
stroke, accidental electrocution; there are
more ways but these will be guaranteed
quick and a sure shot.”

and touchy. Ooh! Second pun, Clemens is having
a very bad effect on me.

“Thanatos!” echoed the voice of an Ultimate
Power.

“Well, if I get a choice. . .” As Joe hemmed
and hawed over the fatal decision, Death’s
pager went off with a snappy rendition of
Ragtime.

“Yes?” Death questioned boredly. Boredom,
he had found, has interesting effects on the
tempers of Ultimate Powers.

Ouch, horrible pun.

Powers That Be! Feces. I was getting to it,
insipid time limit. “May I use your phone
jack while you’re deciding?”

“Wait, I get a choice? So if I were to say
old age--”

“Sure, and my name’s Joe.”
“No. You are already twenty-eight minutes
behind schedule. You aren’t getting any
extra time.”
“What if I wanted a cool death like in
James Bond where there’s a really hot
girl and we’re making out, but then, I get
shot and the girl cries all over my body?
Could we work that out? Huh? Huh?” he
wheedled.
“Since you were supposed to committ
suicide, involving other people is out of
the question. And by the way, those who
die sexually frustrated, stay that way
throughout the Afterlife.” They were not
happy people to deal with; so very temperamental
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

This mortal is lacking in certain thoughtprocessing neurons. Death strode to the
wall, yanked the phone out of the jack
and plugged in the red rotary phone from
his briefcase. Punching the necessary
combination of numbers, he connected to
the receptionist.
A perky voice echoed though the receiver,
“Hello. This is the Organization of Chaos.
How may I help you?”
“This is Thanatos.”
“We’ve been expecting your call Mr. Death,
allow me to connect you.”
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

“Have you finished with Joseph Abel
Clemens?” Slight irritation was indeed
present in the divine voice.
“I swear by my name that I was working on
it. I had a complication when I found him
still alive, and was thus forced to deal with
explanations and final decisions--”
“Thanatos.” Not many beings had
interrupted Death before, but the Powers
That Be seemed to enjoy doing things
most other beings had never done. “Joseph
Clemens has been granted an extension,”
the PTB declared. “Why don’t you take a
vacation. You sound a little frazzled.”
“Thank you, your Grace. I will most
certainly look into that.” Although a vacation
is out of the question; I’m not even allowed to
timeshare.

Pg. 45

“If your task is so difficult, I am certain we
could find you a helpmeet.”
One cannot even think with Gods around! “Oh
no, don’t trouble yourself. I am quite fine.”
“Well, at least take a long lunch break.
Wrap it up with Clemens and the day will
be over before you know it.”
“Thank you your Grace. May your burden
never drag you down.”
“The same to you, Thanatos.” And the dial
tone.

Phew! That was a close one! Gods are such
busybody matchmakers. Helpmeet. Bah!
Look at what happened to poor Adam! As
he thought the conversation over, Death
unplugged the phone, shoved it and the
Instant Deathanator into his briefcase, sent
Joe into the unconscious state of a drunk
and walked out of the apartment. Sitting at
the bus stop, Thanatos glanced down at the
rotating arms of Fate on his wristwatch
and sighed unhappily.
Bowel Movements! I just knew this meeting
was going to cut into my lunch break.

Eluding a Reverie :: by Mikey Nikola

Pg. 46
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A Straight Guy at
a
Gay
Bar
::
R
M
written by

obert

orreall

I’ve always been mistaken for being gay

and I will probably continue being mistaken
for being gay. I used to get pissed off about
it but now I don’t really care. It’s given me
the advantage of distinguishing ignorant
people from people I’d rather talk to.
The first time it started I was 8-years-old,
summer vacation at Grandma’s. My cousins
and sisters, who were older than me, teased
me all summer long telling me I was gay.
I’d fight back saying I liked girls, run off
in tears and tell my mom. She’d sit all the
runts down and have a little chat.
Another time during my high school years,
I was confronted by my bishop in the
secrecy of his office. He told me that there
were rumors that I’d been struggling with
homosexuality. Before I could tell him I
was straight, he put up his
hand saying he didn’t want to know—he
only wanted to know if the fellow boy
scouts were in any danger. I said no, but
Pg. 48

thinking back on it now I wish I would
have told him he was too late. After that
instance, the rumors spread and I stopped
going to church. Like I said, I had the
advantage of differentiating the ignorant
from the open-minded.
Was I too flamboyant?
Were my clothes too tight?
Maybe I was being mistaken as gay because
I sucked at sports, I didn’t play video games,
I sometimes wrote poetry, I liked to dance
occasionally, I didn’t go to titty-bars, and I
had plenty of gay friends.

Cyber Slut ::

photograph by

Bradon Anderson

Why were many of my friends gay?
In my experiences of hanging out with
heterosexuals and homosexuals, I’ve
blatantly found that queers are smarter and
more open-minded. I can talk to a gay guy
about anything and never get the answer
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01
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“I don’t know, man, that sounds pretty gay
to me.”

to the gay bar with them. I never wanted
to go. They’d tell me I could find straight
action more easily being the only straight
guy there. They’d say I’d have plenty of
straight girls to choose from—just make
sure she’s really a she. Eventually their
persistence would pay off, usually when I
was gullible, lonely and horny; I’d give in
and go.

I spent most of my time sipping at a Long
Island while my gay friends frolicked
amongst the crowd; I kept my eyes in my
cup trying not to make eye contact. Of
course I realized coming here would mean
I’d be mistaken for being gay. At times I felt
like the guys I really wanted to avoid came
up and talked to me no matter how much I
tried to hide.

At one of my first experiences at a gay bar, it I’d discover that most of the women there
seemed as though I
weren’t
really
saw them all there.
women. My balls
I’d be surrounded by guys
The bouncers and
would shrink up
twirling
around with no
bartenders knew
into my body
shirts, perms, and glitter
their names. I’d
cavity and I’d no
over ever last inch of
see other people
longer be horny.
exposed skin.
at gay bars I
I’d be surrounded
didn’t know were
by guys twirling
gay—coworkers,
around with no
fathers from my church going days, and shirts, perms, and glitter over every last
others completely transformed from their inch of exposed skin. They didn’t just
appearance in the light of day.
lip-synch the Madonna songs, they sang
them.
Sometimes my gay friends would stand by
me and tell me whose kitten they’d want My gay friends would point out guys and
to punch. They’d make their pass on their talk shit about them. This usually meant
intended target, come back rejected and they had tried to get with them but were
completely repulsed by “even considering rejected.
making an attempt at that sac of STDs.”
My gay friends always tried to get me to go

“Are you a doctor? I think I’ve worked with
you at the hospital before.”

Gay guys don’t play video games and I hate
video games. Gay guys drink and drinking
is fun. But going to gay bars…?
Many of my gay friends claim to hate gay
bars. Sometimes they say they’d never be
caught dead in one.
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to leave. Usually I’d find them posing
near the dance floor like guys in GQ or a
Sears catalogue with a testosterone-fueled
agenda on their minds.
After I finally lured them out of the gay
bar, they’d start bitching about how stupid
and trendy gay culture is and ho w they’ll
never go back to that place. This meant
they found no one to feltch.
I’d be relieved to be out of there thinking
why the hell did I go in the first place.

“Are you friends with Eric?”
Home never felt so good.
“You have beautiful eyes. Can I buy you a
drink?”
Quickly I’d become unsociable and start
looking for my friends, beckoning them
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Later in the week I’d be sure to get a phone
call from one of my friends, “Wanna go to
the gay bar?”
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TRUTH
IN THE AGE OF TERROR:
How Alienation facilitates Murder in God’s name
:: written by Clint Johnson

We live in an age of terror. The terms

Mikey Nikola
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Her Wraith ::

by any amount of wealth. How is all the
“innocent” and “noncombatant” have world to combat faith?
become frighteningly obsolete in a war
with no front, no demilitarized zone, and This is what we tell ourselves; this and
no sidelines. Unlike the great conflicts of other things, such as, they hate our way of
the last century against Communism and life, or there is evil in the world that does
Fascism, we do not confront something not need explaining. We terrify ourselves
as simple and solid as an ideology arisen and demonize our enemy by saying that
from human philosophy and economics. they cannot be understood. The truth is
Now it seems we face nothing less than that our ignorance is a result of our not
the judgment of a
trying to understand—or
vengeful god. Those
not wishing to.
how is all the world
who wield terror as
to combat faith?
their weapon, many
Terrorism is today’s
of whom are willing
ideological
path
to
to die in the conflict,
worldly power, just as
are beyond the appeasement of reason; Hellenism was in the day of Pericles’
they cannot be quelled with threat, and will Athens, Catholicism was in Justinian’s
not be dissuaded by pity, or guilt, or fear, or Constantinople, and Communism and
any other human emotion. Their belief is Fascism were in Stalin’s Moscow and
the only justification for their actions. It is Hitler’s Berlin. Suicide bombings, taped
their lone motivation, this ethereal, eternal beheadings, and bombs on children’s buses
component of that unknown portion of have everything to do with authority and
what it means to be human that is beyond influence in this world and nothing to do
danger of any bomb and beyond assuage with reward in the next. Take as proof

the actions of the guiding lights of the
new age of terror, the Bin Ladens and the
Shoko Asaharas. While the members of
Asahara’s Aum Shinrikyo cult offer up all
their worldly goods and familial rights,
their leader lives in luxury while taking
many wives, which he justifies by his
holiness. While Al Qaeda’s jihad advances
with suicide bombing after suicide bombing,
Bin Laden remains hidden, waiting for his
chance to claim his long coveted dominion
over Saudi Arabia. Not Islam’s dominion,
his. The leaders of these terrorist groups
speak of faith, holy doctrine, and reward
in the world beyond while they sit tight,
waiting to collect earthly benefits reaped
by the blood of their followers.
But if this is so, if the true intention of
these terrorist groups is to further the
selfish aims of their elite hierarchy, then
why does it seem that the entire world is
churning with those eager to kill and die to
take part in their causes?
The truth is that terrorism is not a violent
pronouncement of faith; it is a sign of
a desperate lack of faith that cunning
and ruthless individuals have learned to
capitalize on. Those who are angry and
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disillusioned with society and government
often look to God for justice. Sometimes,
when God fails to act in a manner or
time that suits them, they decide to usurp
his role. The Islamic cleric, irate at the
infidel’s influence in his country, begins to
redefine jihad; the Supremacist Christian,
disgusted with Hip-Hop culture, decides to
usher in Armageddon himself. They kill,
not because God demands it, but because
He refuses to do so Himself.
This precept is true of all religious
militants, from Aryan Supremacists, to
Indian God Men, to the Palestinian and
Jewish extremists who would see each
other annihilated over the same land. The
religious dogma is a cover, an excuse under
which the disillusioned can hide their true
justifications, even from themselves. And
just as this subterfuge nature of religious
murder is rational and comprehendible, so
are the deeper reasons that cause so many
of faith to resort to violence in service of
God.
All group violence, even the religious
variety, is caused by social factors. These
societal provocations are complex, often
convoluted, and difficult to quantify with
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

precision. Taken as broad types, however, Alienation.
they are easy to see. And once seen they
can be solved—never fully, but to an extent Social acceptance is a human necessity.
where the extreme option of violence no The way we interact with and are treated
longer appears attractive to the desperate by others largely defines how we see
victims of these sociological factors. Each ourselves. Few things can disenfranchise an
provocation is itself a broad category, and individual with the establishment as greatly
they often overlap and
as not being included and
combine in the formation
accepted. Those who are
Social acceptance is
of the worlds’ radicals,
marginalized, categorized
a human necessity.
but a logical, honest
as different and shunted
examination of them can
off the stage of social
help us to understand
interaction, are left with
the factual reasons for this age of terror, the question, why? All too often the answer
reasons that are far too often ignored in they arrive at is, something is wrong
favor of prejudice and hysteria.
with me. This indirect criticism fosters
guilt, self-doubt, and resentment of the
There are many grievances that lead to Holy “accepted”—feelings that terrorist leaders
War—humiliation, shifting demographics, have become expert at manipulating.
history, territorial disputes. The causes are
alike in that they arise from every culture The terrorist group accepts the outsider,
and country in the world, and so warn us embraces the lost and the different. Be
that the war against terrorism can never be one of us, they say. You are ostracized, not
won unless these factors are addressed on because you are bad, but because the world
a global scale. To cover, even in a cursory is flawed, it is wicked, it is wrong. You are
manner, all these provocations is more than right; you are righteous, as are we.
can be achieved in this essay, so I will focus Jessica Stern, the foremost U.S. expert on
on perhaps the greatest single grievance terrorism and a former Superterrorism
that gives rise to religious terrorism.
Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations,
gives the example of Kerry Noble, a man
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01
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Ryan Christensen

His friends and acquaintances did not
accept Noble’s spiritual discovery, so he
moved to Lubbock, Texas, to attend a
Baptist college. On his first day there the
Baptist preacher got up and announced,
“There is no devil or hell, no calling, no
God. . . ” (23). To Noble this liberal, cynical
pronouncement was devastating. He left

by

In March of 1972, after graduating from
high school and being rejected for the
armed services, Noble experienced a
spiritual revelation. “. . . I found myself all
of the sudden standing before God,” Noble
recalled. “It totally changed. . . my life.
God began to tell me what. . . he wanted
me to do. . . [that] He had given me the gift
of teaching and pastoring” (22-23).

college and started working as a telephone
counselor for the 700 Club, with Pat
Robertson, where he received calls from
people asking for prayers. Every evening
all the phone councilors would pray
together and “believe for a healing,” Noble
said. When he suggested they return calls
to see how the prayers worked, he was
reprimanded. “That’s a big no-no,” he was
told (24). Meanwhile, while working as
an associate pastor, he was infuriating his
superiors by interpreting religious texts
in his own way, which led to conflict and
trouble with church authority.

Passion And Hate ::

whose path to extremism started with a
“calling to God” in the Baptist ministry
and ended on April 19, 1985, in an armed
compound in rural Arkansas surrounded by
local law-enforcement and the FBI. That
day, Kerry Noble was second in command
of the Covenant, the Sword, and the Arm of
the Lord, the CSA, a Christian Identity cult
determined to bring about Armageddon
through violence towards Jews and nonAnglo Americans (10). But his path to that
day was anything but violent.

At this time, while every established
religious channel was either disappointing
or rejecting him, he and his family moved
into the house of another Christian
couple. It was his first experience with
communal living, where both families lived
by “traditional patriarchal hierarchy where
the women did all the chores. . . and the
men went off to work. [We never had a
problem amongst us.]. . . It was the best I
had seen of what Christianity should be”
(24).
Later he and his family traveled to Arkansas
to visit their once communal relations, who
had already joined the CSA cult, and Noble
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discovered an example of the communal insidious nature of the terrorist group’s
life he’d so loved operating on a grand scale. power over the alienated. Once ensnared
He found a group of dedicated Identity by the cult’s originally peaceful values and
Christians gathered together, living by practices, a member is then conditioned. A
values he held, taking part in rituals he group mentality is fostered by actions such
believed in, reading the scriptures as he as burning family photographs, selling
read them and welcoming his teaching. wedding rings, and destroying televisions
For the first time in his life Noble and his and other reminders of the outside world.
“calling from God”
were
welcomed
Cult leaders then
These purported enemies—
and appreciated by
develop an imminent
. . . the csa, jews, africansociety.
threat, a danger
americans, and the
to the “in-group.”
government— are then
It was only later
These
purported
dehumanized.
that
violence
enemies—in
entered
the
the case of the
equation; that the “religious fellowship” CSA, Jews, African-Americans, and the
became an Armageddon cult.
James government—are then dehumanized. This
Ellison, founder of the CSA, the man mix of the idea of immanent threat and
who had validated Noble as a biblical sub-human opposition develops something
teacher, began to stockpile weapons and called a “killer self,” an actual second
preach the downfall of the “secret Jewish identity in members which is capable of
government.” Plans were made to attack murdering large numbers of innocent
and kill ethnic minorities, primarily Jews, people as long the killing is in “defense” of
and bomb government buildings, all in the congregation and perpetrated against
the name of God and with the purpose of the “wicked.”
bringing about Armageddon.
How could Kerry Noble, a devout preacher
of Christian scripture, go along with
such anti-Christian actions? Such is the
Pg. 58

into a extremist dedicated to religious
murder—to Holy War.

that prey upon such desperate individuals?
How great is their crop of the alienated?

The process is not difficult to understand,
really, nor difficult to imagine happening
over and over again in society. Is it so
different from the tragedy at Columbine
High School when two bullied teens,
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, cast-offs
from the crowd, killed thirteen people
and wounded twenty-four others? The
alienation of these two confused kids
resulted in violence that shocked the nation.
The only difference is that the pair struck
out violently on their own, becoming, as it
were, an amateur terrorist dyad. Imagine
if these teens had been discovered by some
terrorist cell capable of training them, and
arming them with poisons and bombs in
place of simple guns. How great could be
the price paid to terrorist organizations

Victory in the war against terrorism will
not come through police actions; it will
not be gained in the cities and on the
sands of Iraq; it will not descend with the
creation of a viable Palestinian state. To
conquer the ideology of terrorism we must
address the social factors that encourage
disillusioned people of faith to kill. We
must find a way to encourage and embrace
the Muslim youth rather than let Hamas
do so through after school programs and
sports leagues. We must be tolerant of the
entire spectrum of religious beliefs, and
respect those who live by them. We must
find a way to make “different” no longer
mean “lesser,” “unwanted,” or “inferior.”
We must see the commonality in humanity
rather than its divergence.
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By sharing Kerry Noble’s ideals and
passions in a world that rejected them, the
CSA turned a humble Christian preacher
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Worlds Collide ::

Abstract

:: written by Tamarra Evans-Sluga

S

he moves her pencil across that page with such care, such precision. Each line so deliberate,
yet the driving force so obscure. I watch her blend the colors so gradually into one another it’s
as if they were born of one. I watch her materialize the sunset. I watch her generate rain. I
watch her mold her many thoughts and feelings into her own fleeting revelations. I watch her
create.

by

She keeps her gaze tightly fixed on her page, as I keep mine on her. I study her work. I study
her. She goes over the same lines over and over again; perhaps rehashing the past, perhaps perfecting the present.

Kristie Jorgensen

“Tell me what you see,” she says to me, turning her page in my direction.
My attention had been so focused on the process, on her hand and the way it so effortlessly
brought her page to life, that I had abandoned any potential interpretation. What is it in this
drawing that she wanted me to see?
I study it for a minute. “I don’t know,” I say. I want to see what she sees, more so, what she feels.
I look harder. “I can’t see it.”
“Look,” she says.
I look up at her. “I’m sorry.”
She smiles, and continues pouring her heart out on the page.
She likes it this way. Within her abstractions lie the intentions of her being. Delving amongst
the depth of her design, I find that I’m just not worthy.
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Self-esteem
::
M
K
written by

ayumi

asai

When

I was a high school student
in Japan, I hated myself. I was chubby,
had very wide, thick eyebrows, and very
narrow eyes. I liked my hair very short so
that I could take care of it easily. However,
because of having very short hair and
thick eyebrows, people constantly thought
I was a boy. If I wore makeup, even just to
be polite, it was hard to say I was pretty.
Moreover, when someone thinks one is ugly,
the feeling appears in one’s face, attitude,
and behavior. So was with me. Obviously,
nobody wanted to go out with me. My
twisted image of myself increasingly grew
in my mind.
Most young women are thin in Japan. When
I was in high school, Japanese clothing
companies, especially big name brands, did
not sell large size clothes. Thus, chubby
girls like me had to buy clothes at places
that sell clothes for middle-aged or old
women. I sometimes stopped by clothing
shops for young girls, but their clothes
were almost always too small for me. I felt
like shop clerks laughed at me. They must
Pg. 62

Motion Blur ::
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have thought that a chubby, ugly and boyish
person like me had no right to wear cute
clothes. I believed that I was the ugliest
person in the world, and that everybody
hated me. I felt I was a loser, and because
of how I felt, I did not like myself, did not
have confidence and self-esteem.

taxi meter and the license card in the front
seat, so that I could report to the main
office of the taxi if the driver tried to
deceive me. The cab was driving very fast
and smoothly on a freeway. I had no idea
where we were driving. Suddenly, I realized
that nobody would know if the driver took
me to an isolated
When I was
place, raped me,
Suddenly, i realized that
e i g h t e e n
took all my money
nobody would know if the
years old, I
and belongings and
driver took me to an isolated
participated in
killed me.
How
place. . . How dangerous!
a one month
dangerous! Because
English study abroad program in Oregon. of the darkness, and because I was scared
I admired everything in the States. After I and nervous, I imagined his face to be more
came back from the program, I persuaded grinch-like, and all of the other dangerous
my parents to let me study English in the possibilities that could occur. While I was
States, and one and a half years later, I doing so, the cab arrived in front of a very
moved to New York City.
nice apartment right next to Central Park.
That was my new home.
The night I arrived in JFK airport, it was
already dark. I was looking for a taxi, but My host family was warm-hearted and
several illegal taxi drivers talked to me. I welcoming. On the first day of English
was very nervous, because I was born and language school, my host grandmother
raised in a small city in Japan. I was a took me to the nearest subway station,
country girl.
taught me how to buy a ticket and how to
transfer from a train to a bus. My image of
By the time I was in a taxi, I was already New York City was far away from reality.
exhausted, but did not forget to hold my To get to the school, I had to take a subway
wallet tight and carefully. I stared at the line which ran through West Harlem. The
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subway was full of African and Hispanic Japanese businessman. He knew that most
Americans who worked a graveyard shift. foreign students did not have relatives in
There were almost no Caucasians. I America, and they were supported by their
thought to myself, where are the beautiful, parents in their country.
confident career women? Where are the
rich, gorgeous madams? Where are the Renting a room was not the only thing I
celebrities? I was speechless because I had to do. I also had to call a cable and a
believed
America
telephone company
was a Caucasian
to connect lines. In
I was satisfied with what i
dominated country.
addition, I made
had done in new york, and i
I did not know that
arrangements
for
felt i could do anything.
New York City was
all other utilities,
called a melting pot.
and bought most
I chose this city because it was the biggest of the living necessities by myself. After
city in America, but my knowledge of New everything was settled, I was amazed
York did not extend beyond the Statue of at what I had done. I started to become
Liberty and the Empire State Building.
confident and independent.
About three months later, I decided to live
with my friend. Since she was busy, I took
the initiative and looked for an apartment.
If this was in Japan, I would have known
where to go to rent a room. However, it
was my first time renting an apartment.
Moreover, it was my first time living away
from my parents long-term. It took me
almost a month to rent a room. The biggest
problem was that I did not have any family
or relatives to be my guardians. Fortunately,
the apartment I rented was owned by a
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

A year and a half later, I was on an airplane
going back to Japan. I decided to go home
permanently. I had just turned twentyone years old. I was thinking back about
my life in New York. I lived in a foreign
country and spoke a foreign language in
the most powerful city in the United States.
I sometimes had to live with only twenty
dollars for a few weeks or to eat bags of
potato chips to survive. I went through
hardships and loneliness from being
separated from my family. I was satisfied
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with what I had done in New York, and I
felt I could do anything.
Luckily, two months later in Japan, I got a
job at the university I graduated from. It
was a very small university with a junior
college division. As a staff member of
an international center, I gave advice to
students who wanted to study abroad.
Based on my own experiences in New
York, I told them that studying abroad
might offer many opportunities to them.
Unexpectedly, the harder I worked, the
more famous I became among students.
To my surprise, students thought I was a
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very confident, independent, and attractive
person. When I noticed how students
looked at me, I doubted myself. How could
I draw in so many people? Then I realized
that I liked myself more than ever, cared
less about how people thought about
me, and cared more about myself. How
students looked at me was the proof of my
having high self-esteem.
A few years later, I met a man who lived
in Utah. We got married in Japan, and I
moved to Utah. I study at a community
college now and feel so good about gaining
new knowledge. I also make friends every
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semester. I feel very happy when people tell
me that my English is good. I like myself,
and am more confident than ever.
When people are young, many of them do
not like themselves. There are also many
young people who do not know what they
want to be or what they want to do in
the future. I was one of them. However,
when I decided to study abroad, my former
professor’s wife told me a very interesting
story. She said “The god of chance has his
hair on only his forehead. If you do not
grab his hair when he comes toward you,
you will never be able to get that chance
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because he has no hair on his back head.”
I think I grabbed his hair whenever I had
a chance. Sometimes I did not even notice
that I was doing the right thing, but I
tried to open up a new vista for the future.
All my negative and positive experiences
constitute who I am. They helped me with
becoming independent and developing a
strong self-esteem.
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Under the Wing of
an
Angel
::
S
R
written by

tephanie

obison

I close my eyes and travel back in my mind

searching to find my earliest memory of
my cousin, Todd. I believe I was age three
or four. I remember it being a bright spring
day, the sun was warm against my skin, the
grass was lush green, all of the flowers
were in bloom, and the sky was quiet
and clear. Todd and I were playing in my
grandmother’s flower garden, on red brick
stepping-stones. I remember him taking
my hand, and we started running around
and around, laughing, trying not to step on
the flowers. This is my first memory I recall
being with him, and it is heart warming.
As we grew older, we became close friends.
Todd was someone I could trust and count
Pg. 68

Victory ::
on; he always made me feel valued, which
is something I will treasure for the rest of
my life.
One of my fondest memories of Todd was
on a night that I was feeling down and
truly alone. I was sitting on the couch in
my grandparent’s basement; he came down
the stairs. He had been looking for me. I
don’t know how he knew I was so sad, but
he did. He sat down, put his arm around
me, and told me everything would be all
right. I remember wishing I could stay
there forever because I felt safe. He was like
an angel, so loving and comforting. Todd
was blessed with this gift, and I always felt
blessed when he shared it with me.
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

One year on Christmas, I didn’t have much
money. I had purchased a calendar for
my grandmother. It came time for her to
open her gifts. I was standing behind her
where she couldn’t see me. She opened the
gift from me so fast she didn’t see what
it was, and said, “What am I going to do
with a record album?” I was humiliated
and embarrassed. She didn’t stop there, she
went on and on. I walked outside, and let
the tears roll down my cheeks. Suddenly,
the door opened. I looked up, and it was
Todd with the calendar in hand. He said,
“I don’t think she deserves this.” He put his
arm around me, once again, while I cried.
I was informed later that he had raised his
voice and said to my grandmother, “Don’t
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01
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ever treat her like that again!” He insisted
she apologize to me. She sent me flowers
with a card saying how sorry she was,
but the damage had been done. However,
knowing Todd had done that for me was
priceless.
A couple of years after this incident, I
received a telephone call. Todd had a seizure
and was in the hospital. I had never felt fear
so strong. He was my rock, the one person
I knew I could depend on, someone I loved
with all of my heart. I received another
telephone call. Todd had a brain tumor
the size of three eggs in a row. I panicked,
worried, and cried. After surgery his doctor
reported that he had removed the entire
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tumor. I could finally exhale. Throughout
this experience, I knew he was my “earth
angel” and never wanted to lose him.
Four years passed, and at this time he had
three daughters: Jessica, Jamie, and Sage.
His wife, Amy, was expecting their fourth
child. I received another call, the cancer
had returned, only this time the cancer
was like “chicken pox” on the brain. I knew
I didn’t have much time left with one of
the most important people in my life. I
bought a beautiful card and expressed my
appreciation of him taking me under his
wing, telling him how much I loved him. I
went to see him as often as I could. He was
getting worse and worse every time I saw
him. My heart was breaking slowly, and it
was painful.

everything was in slow motion. Tears were
running down my face. While trying to
take this all in, I left the basket, and left the
store, to begin living my life without him.
Shortly after Todd passed away, his fourth
child was born, a boy, Todd Jeffery. The
birth of his son was like a ray of sunshine
on a rainy day. After Todd’s death I was
extremely sad, and angry for quite some
time. After a long period of healing, I knew
in life he was my closest friend with his
arm around me, and in death, I am under
the wing of an angel.

One day I was lying on the hospital bed
with him in his family room, and he asked
me, “Who is sitting on the couch?” I didn’t
see anyone and said, “I’m not sure.” By the
look in his eye, I knew he was seeing the
other side and it wouldn’t be long.

Godzilla ::

photograph by
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A few days later I was at Harmons grocery
store, and got the call. He was gone. I
stood there, and couldn’t catch my breath;
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Unrequited
Desire
::
S
J
written by

helley

ohnson

The

diner shimmered like a mirage
before her eyes as she made her way across
the busy street. “Hmm. It’s busy for a
Wednesday,” she thought as she followed
the set pattern her feet were programmed
to on this day. It was the same every day,
her high heels clicked along the cement
in a monotonous tune as she avoided the
grunge that seemed to grow like mold on
the pavement around her. The same people
with the same second-hand outfits seemed
to always pass her that time of day as
she hurried to her menial job. Guy-whotalks-into-his-wireless-piece-and-seemscrazy-because-of-it passed in the blue suit
he usual wore, with the usual pinstripe tie
that made him look green and physically
ill.
Woman-who-is-always-screamingfrom-her-second-story-apartment-at-thepasserbys was now vehemently belting
out insults at a bum that had set up his
shady business on her stoop. These people,
among many others she had labeled with
these creative epithets in a sore attempt
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Swan Dive
:: photograph by
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to liven up her daily routine, passed her in
predictable order. It was always like this,
just like clockwork. Nothing was new.
The silver bullet of a café sat before her,
in its usual decrepit corner of the overpopulated city. Shinning underneath the
layer of grime and dirt that had settled
after many years, it seemed to hum with a
certain secret hope for her, despite its rundown appearance. It was one of those older,
elongated places that you see in 50s movies,
upbeat with music and happy couples. This
one, however, remained empty and cold as
the city around it. But within, oh within,
there was the greatest treasure that had
ever existed, at least for her.
“Oh God,” she muttered under her breath
as she broke away from her usual pathway
and made her way up the platform and
entered the run-down diner. Never before
had she broken away from that pavlovian
nightmare that constituted her life.
Everyday she walked to the office, walked
back, and repeated this throughout the
entirety of her career at Ennui Enterprises.
But one day she had broken away from this
pattern and instead of looking straight
ahead as she usually did, she had strayed to
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look inside this little broken diner and saw
what became the object of her very desire.
Ever since then, the highlight of her day
had been to stare in and let her eyes feast
on the sight that rejuvenated her very soul.
Every morning she saw that which made
her entire life worth-while, she saw. . .
“May I help you ma’am?”
The question was innocent enough, but
it had ripped her away from the previous
train of thought. “What am I doing?!” she
thought as the waiter stood staring her
over, raising a hairy brow at her slight
jump that met his question. Before his
stare could begin to slip down the front of
her dress she spoke up, “Yes, I’d like to sit
there right now please.”
“There?” his eyes jumped up from the
lewd process they had begun, “But ma’am!
There’s already someone there and he’s
almost done. Please wait!” The waiter’s
voice seemed to stutter slightly, along with
his confidence.
“Yes, there, now.” Before he could protest,
she practically marched directly over to
a red vinyl booth and sat directly across
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01

from an older man sitting there. His
blue eyes widened in surprise at the rude
interruption, but he was transfixed on the
beautiful young woman sitting across from
him.
“Look,” she started, “before you say
anything at all there’s something I really
have to say and I fear if you interrupt me
now I won’t be able to finish. My courage is
already slipping and I generally don’t drink
before noon anyway.”

table. “You are the most beautiful thing I
have ever seen in my life.”
There was a stunned silence for a moment.
Even the waiter that had followed her to
the seat stared at her slack-jawed as her
gaze remained on the table before the
man. His pen slipped from his hand and
clattered to the dirty floor underneath the
table. No one seemed to notice, and the girl
continued.

“I don’t know how to
I desire you with
The old man relaxed
express this, I have
every breath i take.
across from her, letting
never been that eloquent
his glasses slip down
about much of anything.
the bridge of his stately nose to study the I guess that would explain why I am
girl across from him. She was young, very a secretary instead of the head of the
young, in fact too young to be this brazen. company I work at. But something about
Back in his day, women of this age were in you, your flesh. . . Everything. I desire you
the kitchen and listened to their men above with every breath I take.”
all else. What could she possibly have to
say to him?
Now the eerie silence had settled over
the entire restaurant, all thirty feet of it
“Every day I have walked past this place. going in one direction to the other. Even
Every day I have looked in and seen you. the cooks, who were usually so busy, were
I don’t know you, and I’ve never been one leaning outside of the kitchen to overhear
to get to know people. I often blow them the woman’s confession.
off. . . But you,” her breath then caught in
her throat as her gaze settled down on the
Folio | Vol. 08 No. 01
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“We don’t know each other, but everyday I
have walked past here and craved you unlike
anything I have ever wanted. You creep
into my dreams at night, leaving me tossing
and turning, yearning for one simple taste.
Oh god. . . How my body curls in desire
at the very thought of one mouthful! How
that seems too simple to put into words,
but how can you really define that kind of
bittersweet longing? There’s no real way
to say that I am without a doubt completely
engrossed with you and unable to pull
myself away. The kind of passion I feel for
you would probably engulf a confessional
in an unholy fire and make a priest go mad
if I were to say it aloud. But I must. . .
For I feel my heart is breaking and I cannot
contain this any longer. I know it has been
said in a thousand cultures before me, and
this has passed a million other lips before
mine in as many languages. But my desire
for your flesh is beyond the scope of pain
and I cannot bear to know that you exist on
this earth without me. Please. . .”

production and now she would face the
consequences of her profession.
The older man was staring at her; his
sapphire eyes filled with a mad mocking
light, with a hint of fear as he reached
across and grabbed a bottle by the crusty
window. As he placed the A-1 steak sauce
before her, he leaned over and whispered
in a low tone for only her to hear, “The
steak is on the menu and you are more than
welcome to order it. In fact, please do. It
sounds like you’ve waited long enough
and it is pretty tasty. I’ll pay if you stop
speaking to my meal and get your own.”

“Ma’am.” The older man’s voice interrupted
her speech and brought her back to a
rough reality. Her heart thudded violently
in her ears as she stared across and atop
the tabletop. This was no Hollywood
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entries for Spring ‘07

FOLIO

Spring 2007 Edition

Submit for the Spring 2007 edition of SLCC’s literary journal

Artists

Submit photography, 3D,
illustrations, drawings,
paintings, computer graphics
in 300 dpi CMYK formats
(tiff, pdf, jpg).

Writers

Submit poetry drama, short
stories, essays, and academic
works at 3000 words max in
Microsoft Word formats
(doc, rtf, txt).

Please remember to include your:
Full name, phone number, e-mail address,
and title of the work.
Submissions will NOT be accepted
with out this information.
All entries need to be sent to:

folio@slcc.edu

Deadline:

February 26, 2007
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Submit
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Editor’s

thank you

Folio: n. a sheet of paper folded once to
make two leaves, or four pages, of a book
or manuscript (dictionary.com)

of Folio, Bradon Anderson for help with
the artwork, and, especially, all students
who submitted. Thank you.

Divinity: n. godlike character; supreme
excellence (dictionary.com)

Editorial Policy: Folio, a literary magazine
that publishes poetry, prose, photography,
and art submitted by Salt Lake Community
College students, is published semiannually.
Folio is a volunteer activity or can be taken
for college credit. Students of Salt Lake
Community College are encouraged to join
the staff. All poetry, prose, photography,
and art submissions are reviewed and
selected by the Folio staff based on
originality, quality, and creativity. Folio
reserves the right to edit all submissions;
poetry and prose for length, grammatical
errors, clarity, and quality; photography
and art for sizing purposes.

We’d like to thank you, the readers, for
taking an interest in this season’s Folio Fall
2006 - Divinity. Within these pages you will
find great works of our very own students
at Salt Lake Community College.
Folio is a FREE publication to the public.
We encourage readers, artists, and writers
to send us comments, questions, and
suggestions to folio@slcc.edu.
Special thanks to: the English and art
departments for encouraging their students
to submit, the Writing Center for their
help and support, Globe Student Media for
helping advertise for submissions on behalf
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Sincerely,

Folio
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